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3 April 2019: Three OLED models and different sizes rumoured for iPhone 2020. Digitimes reported that all three 2020
iPhones will have OLED displays and the screen sizes will change compared to the iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max and the iPhone
XR.. Check iPhone 8 X specifications, rumors, price & launch & release date here. ... iPhone 8 & 8 Plus Camera Features;
Specifications and features; How much iPhone 8 will cost ... As we all know Apple believes in “doing less but doing better“..
iPhone XI; iPhone 11; iPhone X2; iPhone X Plus; iPhone 2018 ... All the rumors on specs, price, release date CNET ... there are
rumors that Apple is working on developing an iPhone that features a curved OLED display.. Rumors about Apple's upcoming
2020 iPhones, which could be ... Apple in September 2020 will unveil new iPhones, and this roundup features all of the rumors
that we've ... 5G Connectivity; Release Date; What's Coming in the Future; iPhone ... 2017 - iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, and
iPhone X (new design).. Jump to New features; > - A new iPhone needs a flagship feature - something an announcement event
can be built around. In 2019 it was all about the cameras (triple lenses and night mode). ... that Apple will release the iPhone 12
with only mid-band 5G ... compared to just 25-50cm on the iPhone X series and 11.. iPhone 9 news, rumours and leaks revealed
for today: all the latest iPhone 9 release date, specs, features and UK price info, plus photos, 3D renders and ... Last year, Apple
showed off three phones: the iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus and iPhone X.. The new, lower-cost handset from Apple is supposed to be
launching on ... of features it might be bringing, but we've started to see the rumors start to ... when it moved to the 'all-screen'
phones of the iPhone X and later ... Only a few days left to pre-order Samsung S20 Plus and Ultra deals with free earbuds..
Apple's iPhone 12 is expected to come in four versions when it's ... Apple is expected to bring 5G support to all of its flagship
iPhones in 2020, according ... the next iPhone won't come in the 5.8-inch screen size that iPhone X, .... We've rounded up all
the iPhone 12 news, rumours, leaks and ... Apple is still a long way off from finalising a date for one of its famous launch
events, ... iPhone 12, plus two versions that are more expensive and premium. ... Based on the rumours we've seen so far, it
could bring premium features such as .... Below are all the rumors and leaks that we've heard and seen to date, along ... Last year
Apple introduced the iPhone X which featured a very different ... 2018 iPhone X Plus (6.5-inch) and iPhone (6.1-inch) Dummy
Models.. The iPhone X Plus is rumoured to be Apple's largest phone yet and the ... iPhone 9 release date rumours suggest Apple
fans don't have long to wait ... Meanwhile, rumours suggest all three models will be equipped with the iPhone X's ... The new
phones are also likely to be water resistant and feature .... New iPhone 12: Everything we know about Apple's 2020 iPhones ...
All new iPhones could feature OLED screens, with some models offer faster 120Hz refresh rates ... The Galaxy Note 10 Plus
5G also costs $1,299, which is $200 more than the ... The notch that's become so familiar since Apple introduced it on the
iPhone X .... iPhone 12 rumors: Coronavirus could affect ship date ... With the presumed launch of a 5G modem inside all 2020
models, the iPhone will need as much battery .... Apple's iPhone 12 update will feature the company's first big iPhone design ...
ever, with annual sales that experts believe could set an all-time re... ... ever since the company first debuted the iPhone X. It
will still have a notch on ... iPhone model since the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus were released in 2014.. iPhone 12, 12 Pro and
12 Max rumors: Release date, specs, screen sizes and ... iPhones, it's also being speculated that Apple will belatedly include a
feature that ... launched three new 5G phones, the Galaxy S20, S20 Plus and S20 Ultra on Feb. ... Since the iPhone X, newer
iPhones have front-facing cameras that have 3D .... All three models, plus a new Apple watch are set to be unveiled on
Wednesday at an event at the Cupertino campus, where there is also rumours of a new .... Apple's newest iPhone, featuring a
dual-lens camera, better ... It features a 1792 x 828 resolution at 326ppi, a 1400:1 contrast ratio, ... All in all, the iPhone 11
offers much improved photographic ... While there hasn't been a teardown yet, rumors and benchmarks have suggested the
iPhone 11 is equipped .... The new iPhone could bring a slew of fresh features ... The iPhone 11 Pro Max was the top-end phone
from Apple in 2019 (Image credit: ... We've mixed together all the latest leaks and updates on the new ... There aren't any
official iPhone 12 release date rumors as yet, but ... Samsung Galaxy S10 Plus 5G.. What is the release date for the new
iPhones? Apple unveiled the iPhone X, iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus on Sept. ... Rumors from earlier this year suggested that
Apple would put all its efforts into this ... be a Plus version of the iPhone X, while the 6.1-inch phone would feature an LCD
screen and cost less.. Apple is expected to launch the iPhone X Plus this year, with new features and changes. Here is what we
know so far about the device.
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